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A correction on

Fairness-aware genetic-algorithm-based few-shot classification by Depei Wang, Lianglun Cheng
and Tao Wang. Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering 2023, 20(2): 3624-3637. doi:
10.3934/mbe.2023169

We would like to submit the following correction to our recently published paper [1] due to the
use of sample data containing sensitive personal information in the manuscript. We performed data
desensitization in Table 2. The detail is the following.

1. The Table 2 has been updated.
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Table 2. The dataset examples.

Dataset Label Content

THUCnews

sports Hornets vs Lakers Kobe with injury battle Paul Gasol redemption
battle Sina Sports April 27 Beijing time, the first round of the NBA
playoffs Los Angeles Lakers...

property The value of real estate in the financial crisis is reflected in the
quality of life (group photo) Moderator: The following is a profes-
sor of the Department...

education Reading sprint before the CET4/6 exam: how to play a normal
level English CET4/6 researcher Miao Jinhua Reading is the main
event in the CET4/6 exam...

20Newsgroups

alt.athesim ... First, I’ll make the assumption that you agree that a murderer is
onewho has commited murder.Well, I’d say ...

comp.graphics ... OK, with all the discussion about observed playback speeds
with QuickTime,the effects of scaling and so ...

sci.med ... I am writing this to find out the following: 1.) Any information
on surgery to prevent reflux esophagitis. 2.)The name(s) of a doc-
tor(s) who specialize in such surgery ...

Amazon

Arts I really enjoy these scissors for my inspiration books that I am
making (like collage, but in books) and using these different tex-
tures these give is just wonderful, makes a great statement with
the pictures and sayings. Want more, perfect for any need you
have even for gifts as well. Pretty cool!...

Jewelry I bought this necklace on a whim; I love butterflies and it looked
so dainty and sweet. It was actually a little more weighty than I
expected, although it’s not a solid piece. The chain is shiny and
nicer than I expected...

Cell phone Great product- tried others and this is a ten compared to them.
Real easy to use and sync’s easily. Definite recommended buy to
transfer data to and from your Cell.
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The error does not change the interpretation of our results. We apologize for any inconvenience
caused to the readers.
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